
Defect Repair Report as of 9/28/12

Description Version Fixed

 Version 25.07

Framework

In EFI Pace, when you use Internet Explorer version 9 with EFI Pace version 25, the system now
uses the Auto Fill feature in the "Customer" field when you add a new estimate.

68

Job Control Center

In the Job Control Center module, the system no longer displays inactive items in the "Press" field
when you set up of a job product type.

35

In the Job Control Center module, the system now displays a descriptive error message when you
duplicate a job if a required user-defined field does not include a default value.

9

Accounts Receivable

In the Accounts Receivable module, miscellaneous cash receipts now display GL account
distributions correctly on the Cash Receipts Register report (cash-receipts-register.rpt).

47

In the Accounts Receivable module, the Top 10 Customers report (top-10-customers.rpt) now
highlights every other record with a shaded blue color for better readability.

84

Estimating

In the Estimating module, when you enter an estimate with only estimate and product-level
finishing/shipping operations, the system now includes and correctly calculates all the
finishing/shipping operations on the the estimate.

130

In the Estimating module, when the system aborts an estimate calculation, the correct warning
now appears at the top of the page.

135

In the Estimating module, when you force values on an odd press form, the system now correctly
saves the values on the estimate press when you recalculate the estimate.

143

In the Estimating module, the sales tax on the Quote Letter (pacequote-quote-letter.rpt) now
utilizes only the WIP category's "taxable" setting if the sales tax code (from the Contact record) on
the estimate uses actual cost-based taxing. If the tax code does not use actual cost-based taxing,
the system calculates the tax base using the target sell price plus any overall sell markup amount
on the Totals/Qtys tab of the Estimate Detail page.
If you forced the quoted price, the system uses this amount as the tax base.

149

In the Estimating module, the system now calculates estimates more efficiently. 97

Job Billing

In the Job Billing module, when you click the [D/C All tax Distributions] button on a posted invoice,
the system now reverses tax distributions without error.

142

In the Job Billing module, when you add a quote item as an invoice transaction line, the system
now rounds the amount properly to calculate the final price.

89

PaceStation

In the PaceStation module, the system now produces an appropriate error message when you try
to add a new inquiry using the standard form template without selecting a standard list.

19
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PaceStation

In the PaceStation module, the system now displays a red warning message instead of an
Unfortunate Occurrence error when you run an inquiry that contains a custom XPath-calculated
field with an invalid XPath.

81

Job Shipments

In the Job Shipments module, the navigation panel on the Job Shipments Detail page now
displays the planned shipment with the "Ship To" contact name.

100

In the Job Shipments module, when you delete a shipment, the system no longer displays an
"Unfortunate Occurrence" message.

100

In the Job Shipments module, when you add a job part that includes a manufacturing location to a
shipment, the system populates the shipment record with that manufacturing location.

145

In the Job Shipments module, if you use the job-level shipments feature, the system displays a
warning message when you change a field value and try to leave the page before you save your
changes.

69

Security

In the System Security module, the system no longer produces an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error
message when you add a CRM account and the security group includes a salesperson filter.

139

Single Object Import

In the Single Object Import module, the system no longer produces an error message if you
include both Insert and Update lines with account numbers for chargeback accounts.

53

PC-Printable

In the PaceConnect-Printable integration, the CarrierName node now appears in the XML file from
the Printable Create Packing Slip PaceConnect record and updates the Ship Via information on
the Printable Dashboard based on the mappings in the PaceConnect record.

77

PC-Four51

In the PaceConnect-Four51 integration, the system no longer creates deposits for credit card
orders.

156

C7/19/12:user/public/jobcontrol/releasenotes.rpt
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